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Executive Summary

“What federal measures would help Canadians be more productive?”

Improving productivity is critical for growing our GDP, maintaining our standard of living, and
increasing our competitiveness in a global economy. Most pre-budget submissions will undoubtedly
recommend programs on improving education and skill levels, promoting innovation, encouraging
employment, reducing tax rates, building infrastructure and supporting international trade policies. I
support these. However, Canadians must also be productive as individuals, whether working for
employers or as self-employed entrepreneurs. My focus is on removing one significant mental
distraction affecting about 40% of married couples and likely a higher percentage of common-law
couples.

Separating couples take their emotions and stresses with them to work, and about 40% of marriages
result in divorce before a couple’s 30th anniversary, according to Statistics Canada. As a self-employed
business owner, I have seen the impact of separations on my employee’s work. While the federal
government cannot eliminate such issues, there is one big element that can be resolved.

The federal government acknowledges that “Children come first” in legislation dealing with divorce.
This dictum inherently promotes shared custody of children with both parents, versus sole custody with
one parent (except in a minority of cases, such as abusive situations). Yet, while income tax legislation
purports to support shared custody with ITA 118(5.1), it actually has created a quagmire of income tax
reassessments, tax court cases, parental disputes, mental stress, and increased legal and tax advisory
costs. The Canada Revenue Agency also promotes confusion with inaccurate or incomplete
explanations of how this section works in their publications and on their web site.

ITA 118 (5.1) states that the parents may choose who claims the Amount for an Eligible Dependant if
both parties have a legal obligation to pay support to each other for the same child(ren). However, if
both parties have an obligation to each other (based on the way support is calculated in accordance with
the Federal Child Support Guidelines) but agree to make one payment as a set-off amount instead of two
payments, then this subsection no longer applies. (However, CRA publications currently imply that it
would still apply.)

I recommend an amendment to Income Tax Act (ITA) subsection 118(5.1) to allow it to function
whether or not a set-off amount of child support for shared custody situations is stated in the child
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support agreement. If both parents have equal custody of their children, the tax credits should also be
equal.

Introduction of Shared Custody

The underlying principle of child support legislation is that “Children Come First.” Logic also suggests
that parents should strive to share the custody of their children. Except in abusive and volatile
situations, shared custody allows children to spend equal time with their father and mother, and if you
review various research studies, you will see that this will help children to become better adults. Shared
custody, as defined by Section 9 of the Federal Child Support Guidelines, is where both parents have
physical custody of their children between 40% and 60% of the time.

Relevant References

 Income Tax Act, particularly Subsections 118(5) and 118(5.1)

 Canada Revenue Agency Interpretation 2013-0502091E5 – Eligible Dependent Credit

 Court case: Verones v. Canada (2013 FCA 69 (CanLII)

 CRA Guide P102, Support Payments and CRA Folio S1-F3-C3

Description of the Problem

I will describe the problem by use of examples. In all my examples, parents will have shared custody of
their two children. Both parents remain single. Dad will earn $100,000 per year and Mom will earn
$50,000 per year. The earnings of the parents are not important as long as the higher income person is
taxable; I could use other amounts. Using these figures, Dad will have a child support obligation of
$1,358 per month owing to Mom, and Mom would have an obligation of $703 per month owing to Dad.
These amounts are based on the Federal Child Support Guidelines tables.

For a shared custody scenario, the calculation of the support payments is governed by the Federal Child
Support Guidelines, subsection 9 (a), which states that child support for shared custody should take into
account the amounts set out in the applicable tables for each of the spouses. It is typical that a judge will
take these amounts and offset them to determine the final payment. A judge also has discretion to take
other factors into consideration. Section 9 allows a judge to adjust the table amount for increased costs
of shared custody arrangements and for consideration of the conditions, means, needs and other
circumstances of each spouse.

Assuming no other factors are taken into consideration, in this scenario, Mom will receive a net amount
of $655 ($1,358 minus $703) for child support. In all of the scenarios I review, this will be the result –
i.e. all circumstances are the same. The difference will solely be in how this money is paid and how the
related court order or agreement is worded. My question is “Why should the payment of individual
cheques or one cheque for the net amount make any difference?”

In Appendix 1, I show three couples, Tom and Betty; Dick and Jane; and Allison and Leslie.
a) Tom and Betty write individual cheques to each other.
b) Dick and Jane agree that it is simpler for Dick to write one cheque for a set-off amount, instead

of each person writing a cheque, and their court order/ agreement is worded accordingly.
c) Allison and Leslie, also agree to write a cheque for a set-off amount, but they make this

agreement separate from the court order/ agreement (a “side agreement”).
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In all cases, Betty, Jane and Leslie each received the net amount of $655. They can also claim the
Eligible Dependent Amount for one child, which saves them $2,341 in taxes (using Prince Edward
Island Tax Rates for 2015). Tom, Dick and Allison are each out-of-pocket by $655. Tom and Allison
are entitled to claim the Eligible Dependent Amount for the other child, but Dick can claim nothing.
Dick has less money to raise his child than the other parents. This is because his court
order/maintenance agreement stated that both parties had child support obligations, but only Dick was
required to make a payment. Because only Dick is making this payment, the courts have determined
that there is only one payer of support, and subsection 118(5.1) of the Income Tax Act does not apply.
Although Allison has an agreement that says the same thing, it was a side agreement, not the court
order/maintenance agreement, so it is okay based on Canada Revenue Agency Interpretation 2013-
0502091E5. These same scenarios would arise if both spouses had similar incomes, and the child
support payments were only marginally different, say a set-off amount of $100 per month.

Logically, writing two cheques, or using side agreements, will provide the cash flow benefits. However,
this requirement is not clearly set out anywhere, and creates another problem.

Not everyone makes their child support payments. What if the higher payer defaults on his payment?
Exchanging two cheques can create serious financial hardship in raising children. Consider these
scenarios for another three couples with the same circumstances as in Table 1, but with non-payment by
the father:

a) Jack and Jill write individual cheques to each other. Jack’s cheque is returned “Not Sufficient
Funds”.

b) Bob and Sally agree that it is simpler for Bob to write one cheque for a set-off amount, instead of
two cheques, and their court order/maintenance agreement is worded accordingly. Bob does not
pay.

c) John and Mary also agree to write a cheque for a set-off amount, but they make this agreement
separate from the court order/maintenance agreement. John does not pay.

Jill is out-of-pocket by $1,358, and the provincial maintenance enforcement department takes action to
collect from Jack. Sally does not receive her payment of $655, and similar enforcement action can be
taken to collect from Bob. Having a set-off agreement was better for Sally compared to Jill because she
is only out-of-pocket by $655, not $1,358. John does not pay Mary for $655 as stated in the side
agreement. Because it is a side agreement, not a court order or maintenance agreement, can the
provincial maintenance enforcement department take action? How will they need to approach this
scenario when there are two agreements dealing with the maintenance payment? Enforcement action is
difficult at best of times, and now an added level of complexity has been added. Each province will
likely have their own approach, and their own legislative capabilities and limits.

Conclusion

Do children really come first based on the current wording of the Income Tax Act? Are “equal” parents
treated equally? Does divorce and separation affect work life?

Parents will take steps to get the best tax advantage using separate cheques or side agreements. They
follow the advice that is set out on the CRA website and publications, and advisors think they are
following ITA 118(5.1). CRA reassesses, and the stresses that parents thought that they put behind them
through the separation process are started again because they need to renegotiate their maintenance
agreements. This carries over to all aspects of their life, including their work performance, and also
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affects their interaction with the children, which has lifelong impacts on their personal and work lives.
Recent court cases also raise further questions on this law - Harder v. The Queen (2016 TCC 197)
suggesting separate payments must be made to qualify for ITA 118(5.1) and Lawson v. The Queen
(2017 TCC 131), suggesting that two child support obligations can exist even though a set-off amount
was made as documented in an agreement.

I recommend an amendment to Income Tax Act (ITA) subsection 118(5.1) to allow it to function
whether or not a set-off amount of child support for shared custody situations is stated in the child
support agreement. If both parents have equal custody of their children, the tax credits should also be
equal.

Yours very truly,

Blair Corkum, President

CPA, CA, R.F.P., CFDS, CFP, CLU, CHS
c:\users\blair\documents\personal\budget submissions\2018 budget submission 2017-08-04.docx



Table 1

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Child Support Agreement Requires
Separate Payments

Child Support Agreement Allows Set-off
Payment

Child Support Agreement Requires Separate
Payments But Side Agreement Allows Set-

Off

Tom Betty Dick Jane Allison Leslie

Guideline income $100,000.00 $50,000.00 $100,000.00 $50,000.00 $100,000.00 $50,000.00

Wording of agreement

Tom has an obligation to pay Betty
$1,358/mo.

Dick has an obligation to pay Jane
$1,358/mo.

Allison has an obligation to pay Leslie
$1,358/mo.

Betty has an obligation to pay Tom $703/mo.
Jane has an obligation to pay Dick

$703/mo.
Leslie has an obligation to pay Allison

$703/mo.
Dick will pay Jane a set-off amount of

$655

Side agreement None None Allison will pay Leslie a set-off amount of $655

Payments
Tom pays Betty $1,358 Dick pays Jane $655 per month Allison pays Leslie $655 per month

Betty pays Tom $703 Jane not required to pay because of set-off Leslie not required to pay because of set-off

Cash flow (all the same) Betty receives a net amount of $655 Jane receives a net amount of $655 Leslie receives a net amount of $655

Eligible Dependant
Amount for income tax
purposes (2015 PEI)

Tom and Betty both eligible to claim one child
- they each save $2,341 of taxes - Total

"family" savings of $4,682

Only Jane is eligible to claim a child - she
saves $2,341 of taxes - Dick saves nothing.

Total of $2,341

Allison and Leslie both eligible to claim one
child - they each save $2,341 of taxes - Total

"family" savings of $4,682

Results
Scenario 2 is unfair to Dick - although the shared custody and the net child support payment are the same as Tom and Allison. Dick

will have $2,341 less for raising his children than the other two families, although all living circumstances are the same.


